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Abstract. Motivated by applications in road traffic control, we study flows in networks featuring
special characteristics. Firstly, there are transit times on the arcs of the network which specify the
amount of time it takes for flow to travel through an arc; in particular, flow values on arcs may change
over time. Secondly, the transit time of an arc varies with the current amount of flow using this arc.
The latter feature is crucial for various real-life applications; yet, it dramatically increases the degree
of difficulty of the resulting optimization problems. While almost all flow problems with constant
transit times on the arcs can be solved efficiently by applying classical (static) flow algorithms in
a corresponding time-expanded network, no such approach was known for flow-dependent transit
times, up to now. One main contribution of this paper is a time-expanded network with flow-
dependent transit times to which the whole algorithmic toolbox developed for static flows can be
applied. Although this approach does not entirely capture the behavior of flows over time with flow-
dependent transit times, we present approximation results which provide evidence of its surprising
quality.
Subject classifications: Networks/graphs: flow algorithms. Transportation: network models.
Area of review: Optimization
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1 Introduction
In view of the steadily growing car traffic and the limited capacity of our street networks, methods
for better traffic management and route guidance are becoming more and more important. In
our opinion, network flow theory is currently the most promising approach to model and solve
these optimization problems. Other common approaches to study traffic problems are traffic
simulation [3, 20] or models based on fluid dynamics [23], control theory [24], and variational
inequalities [8]. While simulation is a powerful tool to evaluate traffic scenarios, it does not
explicitly allow for optimization. On the other hand, fluid models and other models based on
differential equations capture very well the dynamical behavior of traffic as a continuous quantity,
but can currently not handle large networks.
Classical network flow theory deals with static (steady-state) situations, that is, every arc of a
network is assigned one variable representing the amount of flow on this arc. This model obviously
fails to capture important features in network flow problems arising in various applications such
as, e.g., road traffic control: First of all, flow values on arcs can obviously change over time.
Moreover, there is a second temporal dimension in these applications: Usually, flow does not
travel instantaneously through a network but requires a certain amount of time to travel through
each arc. Thus, not only the amount of flow to be transmitted but also the time needed for the
transmission plays an essential role. Already Ford and Fulkerson [12, 13] studied such network
flows and came up with the model of flows over time (or ‘dynamic flows’). This model, however,
does not capture the third and, by far, most complicating aspect of real-life flow problems: There
is usually a highly complex dependency of transit times on the flow situation in the network.
Various interesting examples can be found in the survey articles of Aronson [2] and Powell,
Jaillet, and Odoni [22].
A fully realistic model of flow-dependent transit times on arcs must take density, speed, and
flow rate evolving along an arc into consideration; see, e.g., the book of Sheffi [26] and the report
by Gartner, Messer, and Rathi [14] for details in the case of traffic flows. It is a highly nontrivial
and open problem to find an appropriate and, above all, tractable mathematical model. There
are hardly any algorithmic techniques known which are capable of providing reasonable solutions
even for networks of rather modest size. For problem instances of realistic size (as those occurring
in real-life applications), already the solution of mathematical programs relying on simplifying
assumptions is in general still beyond the means of state-of-the-art computers. We refer to [2,
16, 21, 22, 25] for more details and examples. In this paper we present a new model for flows over
time with flow-dependent transit times which, for the first time, allows to attack these problems
by very efficient network flow algorithms.
Flows over time with fixed transit times. As mentioned above, flows over time were introduced
more than forty years ago by Ford and Fulkerson [12, 13]. They consider networks with capacities
and transit times on the arcs. The transit time of an arc specifies the amount of time it takes
for flow to travel from the tail to the head of that arc. In contrast to classical static flows, a flow
over time in such a network specifies a flow rate entering an arc for each point in time. In this
setting, the capacity of an arc limits the rate of flow into the arc at each point in time.
Time-expanded networks. Ford and Fulkerson also introduce the notion of time-expanded net-
works. A time-expanded network contains one copy of the node set of the underlying ‘static’
network for each discrete time step (building a time layer). Moreover, for each arc with transit
time τ in the static network, there is a copy between each pair of time layers of distance τ in the
time-expanded network. A flow over time in the static network can be interpreted as a static
flow in this time-expanded network and vice versa. In particular, the concept of time-expanded
networks allows to solve a variety of flow-over-time problems by applying algorithmic techniques
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developed for static network flows; see, e.g., Fleischer and Tardos [11]. On the other hand, one
has to pay for this simplification of the considered flow problem in terms of an enormous increase
in the size of the underlying network. In particular, the size of the time-expanded network is
only pseudo-polynomial in the input size. Nevertheless, Fleischer and Skutella [9, 10] show that
the time-expanded network can be reduced to polynomial size at the cost of a slightly degraded
solution space.
Models for flow-dependent transit times. In the following we mention some models developed
for flows over time with flow-dependent transit times. More pointers to the literature can for
example be found in the survey articles [2, 16, 22, 25]. A non-linear and non-convex program
with discretized time steps is proposed by Merchant and Nemhauser [18]. In their model, the
outflow out of an arc in each time period solely depends on the amount of flow on that arc
at the beginning of the time period. Unfortunately, the non-convexity of their model causes
analytical and computational problems. Merchant and Nemhauser [19] and Carey [5] describe
special constraint qualifications which are necessary to ensure optimality of a solution in this
model. Moreover, Carey [6] introduces a slight revision of the model of Merchant and Nemhauser
yielding a convex problem instead of a non-convex one.
Recently, Köhler and Skutella [15] came up with a different model of flow-dependent transit
times. In their model, the pace of flow on an arc depends on its current load, i.e., the entire
amount of flow which is currently traveling along that arc. For the problem of sending a given
amount of flow within minimal time through a network, a near-optimal solution can be computed
in this model by a static convex-cost flow computation. Unfortunately, it is not clear whether
and how this approach can be generalized to more realistic problems.
Carey and Subrahmanian [7] introduce a generalized time-expanded network for flow-depen-
dent transit times. For each time period, there are several copies of an arc of the underlying
‘static’ network corresponding to different transit times. However, in order to enforce flow-
dependent transit times, special capacity constraints are introduced which give rise to a depen-
dency between the flow on all copies of an arc corresponding to one time step. As a consequence,
the resulting static problem on the generalized time-expanded graph can no longer be solved
by standard network flow techniques but requires a general linear programming solver. This
constitutes a serious drawback with regard to the practical efficiency and applicability of this
model.
A new model. We propose a closely related approach which overcomes the latter drawback. As
in the model of Carey and Subrahmanian, we consider a generalized time-expanded network
with multiple copies of each arc for each time step. However, in contrast to their model, we
introduce additional ‘regulating’ arcs which enable us to enforce flow-dependent transit times
without using generalized capacity constraints. As a result, we can apply the whole algorithmic
toolbox developed for static network flows to the generalized time-expanded network. In the
following, we refer to this time-expanded network as fan graph.
The underlying assumption for our approach (as for the related approach of Carey and
Subrahmanian) is that at any moment of time the transit time on an arc solely depends on the
current rate of inflow into that arc. In the following, we will therefore speak of flows over time
with inflow-dependent transit times, emphasizing that transit times are considered as functions
of the rate of inflow. Thus, in contrast to the load-dependent model developed in [15], the flow
units traveling on the same arc at the same time do not necessarily experience the same pace,
as the transit time and thus the pace of every unit of flow is determined when entering the arc
and remains fixed throughout. Of course, this model is only a rough approximation of the actual
behavior of flow in real-life applications. For example, flows over time with inflow-dependent
transit times do in general not obey the first-in-first-out (FIFO) property (i.e., flow units are
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in general not entering and leaving an arc in the same order). A violation of the FIFO property
can occur if the inflow rate of an arc drops down quickly. This causes a strong decrease in the
transit time of that arc such that some flow units might pass other flow units which are ahead
on the arc traveling at a slower pace. However, in the special setting that we discuss later, this
phenomenon does not occur.
Evaluation of the new model. The generalized time-expanded network presented in this paper,
as the one considered in [7], does not entirely capture the behavior of flows over time with
inflow-dependent transit times. A static flow in the fan graph can use several adjacent arcs
corresponding to the same arc of the underlying static network but representing different transit
times. Thus, in the corresponding flow over time, several units of flow entering the same arc at
the same time might experience different transit times. In fact, the solution space defined by
static flows on the fan graph can be seen as a relaxation of the space of flows over time with
inflow-dependent transit times. However, for the special case of fixed transit times, the fan graph
equals the standard time-expanded network such that the two solution spaces coincide.
Based on this observation, we present approximation results providing strong evidence of
the quality of this relaxation and thus justifying its consideration for practical purposes. We
show that an optimal solution to a special problem, the ‘quickest s-t-flow problem’, in the fan
graph can be turned into a feasible flow over time with inflow-dependent transit times while only
losing a factor of 2 + ε in the value of the objective function (in the worst case). The parameter
ε > 0 can be chosen arbitrarily. This result holds for non-decreasing transit time functions.
Furthermore, if the transit time functions are concave, the performance ratio can be improved
to 3/2 + ε.
Finally, we would like to stress the fact that the fan graph can be applied to solve a large
variety of time-dependent flow problems with inflow-dependent transit times, such as multi-
commodity flows, flows with costs on the arcs, and so forth. The quickest s-t-flow problem is
used as an example to demonstrate the quality of the fan graph and thus the strength of this
approach.
The paper is organized as follows. After defining necessary notation and reviewing Ford and
Fulkerson’s algorithm in Section 2, we introduce the fan graph and the related static bow graph
in Section 3. Then, in Sections 4, 5, and 6 we demonstrate the strength of this new concept by
presenting approximation algorithms which are based thereupon. Finally, concluding remarks
are given in Section 7.
2 Preliminaries
We start with a description of the concept of flows over time. For a detailed discussion of basic
network flow theory, we refer to the standard textbook [1].
Basic definitions and notation. Let G = (V,E) be a directed graph with node set V and arc
set E. Each arc e ∈ E has associated with it a positive capacity ue, which is interpreted as
an upper bound on the rate of flow entering e at any moment of time, and a non-negative
transit time function τe, which determines the time it takes for flow to traverse arc e. Finally,
there is a source node s ∈ V and a sink node t ∈ V . An s-t-flow over time (also known as
dynamic s-t-flow or time-dependent s-t-flow in the literature) with time horizon T is given by
functions fe : [0, T ) → R+, for e ∈ E, where fe(θ) defines the rate of flow (per unit time) entering
arc e at time θ. This flow arrives at the head node of e at time θ + τe(fe(θ)).
In the setting of flows over time, flow conservation in a node v ∈ V \ {s} at time θ ∈ [0, T )
requires that the total inflow into node v until time θ is an upper bound on the total outflow out
of node v until time θ. In particular, flow can be stored at intermediate nodes, i.e., it is possible
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to hold inventory at a node which is neither a source nor a sink before sending it onward. If
storage of flow at intermediate nodes is not allowed, equality must hold for all v ∈ V \ {s, t}
and all θ ∈ [0, T ). In the following, we mostly assume that storage of flow at nodes is allowed.
Finally, all arcs must be empty at time T , i.e., τe(fe(θ)) < T − θ for all e ∈ E and θ ∈ [0, T ),
and flow must not remain in any node other than the sink at time T .
The value of a flow over time f is the total outflow out of node s until time T minus the
total inflow into s until time T . Notice that, due to flow conservation, this amount, which is
denoted by |f |, is equal to the total inflow into node t until time T minus the total outflow out
of t until time T .
Ford and Fulkerson’s Algorithm Ford and Fulkerson [12, 13] consider the problem of comput-
ing a maximal s-t-flow over time with fixed time horizon T . For the case of constant transit
times τe, e ∈ E, they show how this problem can be solved by only one (static) minimum
cost flow computation in G. Since we will employ some of the underlying basic insights of this
algorithm, we give a brief description of it here.
The algorithm is based on the concept of temporally repeated flows. Let (ye)e∈E be a feasible
static s-t-flow in G with path decomposition (yP )P∈P , where P is a set of s-t-paths. If the transit
time τP :=
∑
e∈P τe of every path P ∈ P is bounded from above by T , the static s-t-flow y can
be turned into a temporally repeated s-t-flow f as follows. Starting at time zero, the flow over
time f sends flow at constant rate yP into path P ∈ P until time T − τP , thus ensuring that
the last unit of flow arrives at the sink before time T . Feasibility of f with respect to capacity
constraints immediately follows from the feasibility of the underlying static flow y. Notice that




(T − τP ) yP = T |y| −
∑
e∈E
τe ye . (1)
Here, |y| denotes the value of the static s-t-flow y.
The algorithm of Ford and Fulkerson computes a static s-t-flow y maximizing the right hand
side of (1), then determines a path decomposition of y, and finally returns the corresponding
temporally repeated flow f . Ford and Fulkerson show that this temporally repeated flow is in
fact a maximal s-t-flow over time.
The following observation, which will turn out to be useful later, follows immediately from
the optimality of y with respect to the objective function (1).
Observation 1. Any path decomposition (yP )P∈P of the optimal static s-t-flow y computed by
the algorithm of Ford and Fulkerson sends flow along paths of transit time at most T .
A problem closely related to the one considered by Ford and Fulkerson is the quickest s-
t-flow problem. Here, instead of fixing the time horizon T and asking for a flow over time of
maximal value, the value of the flow (demand) is fixed and T is to be minimized. This problem
can be solved in polynomial time by incorporating the algorithm of Ford and Fulkerson into a
binary search framework. Using Megiddo’s method of parametric search [17], Burkard, Dlaska,
and Klinz [4] present a faster algorithm which solves the quickest s-t-flow problem in strongly
polynomial time.
3 A Model for Flows Over Time with Flow-Dependent Transit Times
In this section we define a generalized time-expanded graph—the fan graph GF —in which transit
times indirectly depend on the flow rate. As a result, classical network algorithms for static flow
problems can be applied to GF in order to compute flows over time with inflow-dependent





















Fig. 1. Definition of the fan graph; expansion of a single arc e.
transit times in G. In the following sections, we demonstrate the strength of this approach by
computing approximate quickest s-t-flows with inflow-dependent transit times in G.
Let us, for the moment, turn back to the case of fixed transit times. Assume that we are
given a positive, integral transit time τe for every arc e ∈ E. Given an integral time horizon T ,
the time-expanded graph of G introduced by Ford and Fulkerson [12, 13] contains one copy of
every node in V for every integral time step, i.e., its node set is {vθ : v ∈ V, θ = 0, 1, . . . , T −1}.
For every arc e = (v, w) ∈ E, and for every 0 ≤ θ < T − τe, it contains an arc eθ from vθ to
wθ+τe of the same capacity as e. Additionally, there are arcs with infinite capacity from vθ to
vθ+1, for all v ∈ V and θ = 0, . . . , T − 2, which model the possibility to hold flow at a node.
A static flow in the time-expanded graph can be interpreted as a flow over time in G. Take
the flow on arc eθ as the flow rate into arc e during the time interval [θ, θ+1). Similarly, any flow
over time f with time horizon T corresponds to a flow in the time-expanded graph; for every
arc eθ, take the average flow rate of f on e over the time interval [θ, θ + 1) as the flow value on
eθ. The relationship between flows over time in G and static flows in the time-expanded graph
of G allows to solve many time-dependent flow problems in G by transforming them to static
flow problems in the time-expanded graph; see, e.g., [11].
3.1 The Fan Graph
In order to model flow-dependent transit times, we take a similar approach, i.e., we expand the
graph according to the transit time functions in such a way that transit times indirectly depend
on the current flow rate. For the moment, we will assume that the transit time function τe of
an arc e is given as a piecewise constant, non-decreasing, and left-continuous function with only
integral values. Of course, the latter assumption can easily be relaxed to allow arbitrary rational
values if time is scaled by an appropriate factor. To stress the step function character of this
transit time function, we will denote it by τ se . Later we will use the fact that general transit time
functions can be approximated by step functions within arbitrary precision.
The fan graph GF is defined on the same set of nodes {vθ : v ∈ V, θ = 0, 1, . . . , T −1} as the
time-expanded graph. An illustration of the definition is given in Figure 1, where a single arc
e = (v, w) is expanded according to its transit time function. For every θ ∈ {0, 1, . . . , T − 1}, we
define a ‘fan’ of arcs leaving vθ, which represent all possible transit times of arc e. In the example,
there are three possible transit times on arc e, namely transit times 1, 3, and 6; see Figure 1 (a).
The fan leaving v0 is shown in Figure 1 (b). The fan consists of capacitated horizontal arcs and
uncapacitated arcs pointing upwards. While the latter arcs model the different possible transit
times, the capacities of the horizontal arcs try to control the distribution of flow according to
the transit time function. More precisely, if flow is being sent into the fan at rate ye, the transit
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time assigned to the slowest portion of this flow is forced to be at least τ se (ye). In the example,
the capacities are chosen in such a way that at most x1 units of flow can travel with transit time
τ1 = 1, at most x2 units of flow can travel with transit time τ2 = 3 or faster, and so on.
Figure 1 (c) shows the fan graph of a single arc e. As for the time-expanded graph, there is
an arc with infinite capacity from vθ to vθ+1, for all v ∈ V and θ = 0, . . . , T − 2, which models
the possibility to hold flow at node v.
Clearly, by the choice of capacities, transit times in the fan graph indirectly depend on the
inflow. Consider a static network flow in the fan graph. As in the time-expanded graph, the flow
on an arc from vθ to wθ+∆ can be interpreted as the flow through arc e = (v, w) that starts
at node v in the time interval [θ, θ + 1) and needs ∆ time units to arrive in w. The fan graph
defines a simple discrete model of flow-dependent transit times. It allows to formulate and solve
various network flow problems in the fan graph using algorithms known from static network flow
theory.
Eventually, we are interested in finding good network flow solutions for the model of inflow-
dependent transit times defined above. Although, in the fan graph, we have chosen transit times
and capacities according to the given transit time functions, the transit times experienced in
the fan graph do not completely reflect inflow-dependent transit times. Consider the example
in Figure 1. Assume that flow is entering arc e at constant rate x3. According to the transit
time function, every flow unit should traverse e with transit time τ se (x3) = 6. In the fan graph,
however, it is feasible to let x1 units of flow traverse e with transit time 1, another x2 −x1 units
with transit time 3, and the rest with transit time 6. Thus, only a small portion of the flow is
experiencing the correct transit time 6.
Nevertheless, expanding transit times like in the fan graph provides a relaxation of the
original setting of flows over time with inflow-dependent transit times. Based on this relaxation
we develop approximation algorithms for the quickest flow problem with inflow-dependent transit
times in the next section. On the one hand, these approximations lead to provably good solutions.
On the other hand, they provide results on the quality of the relaxation constituted by the fan
graph.
3.2 The Bow Graph
A major drawback of the fan graph is that it may become very large, and is thus not practical to
work with for many real-world applications. Even if all transit times are constant, implying that
the fan graph and the time-expanded graph essentially coincide, this graph is only of pseudo-
polynomial size. Ford and Fulkerson [12, 13] prove that, in order to compute a maximal flow over
time with constant transit times, it is not necessary to explicitly work with the time-expanded
graph. Instead, as described earlier, they present a polynomial time algorithm which solely works
on the original graph. Motivated by this result, we give a slightly different view of the fan graph,
as the time-expansion of a smaller graph, the so-called bow graph. We will explain how flows
over time with inflow-dependent transit times in G relate to a certain class of flows over time in
the bow graph.
Again, let us assume that all transit time functions are given as piecewise constant, non-
decreasing, and left-continuous functions τ se , e ∈ E. The bow graph, denoted GB = (V B, EB),
arises from the original graph by expanding each arc e ∈ E according to its transit time function.
In GB , every arc a ∈ EB has a capacity ua and a constant transit time τa ∈ R+.
For the definition, let us consider a particular arc e ∈ E. For arc e, we are given breakpoints
0 = x0 < x1 < · · · < xk = ue and corresponding transit times τ1 < · · · < τk. Flow entering
at rate x ∈ (xi−1, xi] needs τi time units to traverse arc e. Consider the example in Figure 2,
where an arc is expanded according to the step function in Figure 1 (a). Arc e is replaced by
arcs of two types; bow arcs denoted b1, . . . , bk and regulating arcs denoted r1, . . . , rk. The bow


















Fig. 2. Definition of the bow graph; expansion of a single arc e.
arcs are uncapacitated, they represent all possible transit times of arc e. The transit time of
arc bi is given by τi, i = 1, . . . , k; in the example we have τ1 = 1, τ2 = 3, and τ3 = 6. The
regulating arcs have zero transit time, they limit the amount of flow entering the bow arcs.
Their capacities are chosen according to the breakpoints of transit time function τ se (ye); more
precisely, the capacity of arc ri is set to xi, i = 1, . . . , k. We will denote the set of bow arcs and
regulating arcs of an arc e by EBe . Note that the size of this expansion E
B
e of arc e is linear in
the number of breakpoints of τ se (ye). Also note that the fan graph (see Figure 1 (c)) is essentially
the time-expanded graph of the bow graph (see Figure 2).
An arbitrary flow over time with inflow-dependent transit time functions τ se in G can be
interpreted as a flow over time with constant transit times in the bow graph GB (and thus as
a static flow in the fan graph GF ). The idea is the following. Flow entering arc e at time θ
and traversing e with transit time τi in the original graph G also enters the expansion of arc
e in GB at time θ and traverses it in time τi, using the corresponding bow arc bi. To be more
precise, let f be a flow over time in G with inflow-dependent transit time functions τ se and time
horizon T . Then, f is given by flow rates fe : [0, T ) → R+ for all e ∈ E. According to the transit
time functions, flow entering arc e at time θ will need τ se (fe(θ)) time to traverse arc e. Let
i ∈ {1, . . . , k} be chosen such that fe(θ) ∈ (xi−1, xi] and consider the corresponding transit time
τi = τ
s
e (fe(θ)). We define a flow over time f
B on the expansion of arc e by setting fBa (θ) := fe(θ)
if a is either the bow arc bi or a regulating arc rj with j ≥ i. For all other arcs we set fBa (θ) = 0.
Notice that fB obeys capacity constraints and flow conservation constraints at all intermediate
nodes.
Observation 2. Let f be a flow over time with inflow-dependent transit time functions τ se in
G, which sends D units of flow from s to t within time T . Then, there exists a flow over time
with constant transit times in GB which sends D units of flow from s to t within time T .
Hence, every flow over time in G can be regarded as a flow over time in GB ; however, the
converse is not true. By our definition of flow-dependent transit times, flow units entering arc
e ∈ E at the same time, simultaneously arrive at the head node of e. In the bow graph, however,
flow units entering the expansion of an arc simultaneously, do not necessarily travel through
the expansion at the same pace. The flow is allowed to split up and use bow arcs representing
different transit times. Only a portion of the flow is traversing the expansion of arc e at the speed
prescribed by the transit time function or possibly slower. The rest might travel at a faster speed.
Therefore, the bow graph is a relaxation of our original model of inflow-dependent transit times.
The advantage of this relaxation is that it relies on a graph having constant transit times on the
arcs. This implies that one can apply algorithms that are known for this much simpler model
of flows over time. In particular, this provides the opportunity to use standard network flow
algorithms on the time-expanded fan graph GF of GB .
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Fig. 3. Static flow yB. Fig. 4. Static flow ỹB.
4 Approximate Solutions to the Quickest Flow Problem
The purpose of this section is to demonstrate the strength and the usefulness of the bow and the
fan graph presented in the last section for solving time-dependent flow problems with inflow-
dependent transit times. This is done by presenting approximation algorithms for the quickest
flow problem with inflow-dependent transit times that are based on optimal solutions to the
relaxation given by GB and GF .
4.1 An Approximation Algorithm for the Quickest Flow Problem
In this section an approximation algorithm is presented for the case of piecewise constant, non-
decreasing, and left-continuous transit time functions. Using the algorithm of Burkard et al. [4],
one can determine a quickest flow over time in the bow graph GB in strongly polynomial time.
Like the algorithm by Ford and Fulkerson, the computation yields the minimal time horizon T
B
and a static flow yB in GB such that the value of the resulting temporally repeated flow f B in
GB is





a = D . (2)
Since the quickest flow problem on GB can be seen as a relaxation of the quickest flow problem
with inflow-dependent transit times on G, the value T
B
is a lower bound on the optimal time
horizon T in G.
For the following lemma, we consider the bow graph expansion of a particular arc e ∈ E to
bow arcs b1, . . . , bk and regulating arcs r1, . . . , rk, where the capacity of rj is given by xj .
Lemma 1. If yB sends flow along the ith bow arc bi, then for all bow arcs bj with index j ≤ i
we have yBbj = xj − xj−1. Less formally speaking, y
B fills the bows from bottom to top.
Proof. For j ≤ i, the transit time of arc bj is smaller than the transit time of arc bi. Therefore,
shifting flow from bi to bj improves the value of the objective function (2) of y
B . The result thus
follows from the optimality of yB and the choice of capacities on the regulating arcs. ut
Eventually, we are interested in a flow over time in GB which yields a feasible flow over time
in G. Unfortunately, as discussed above, f B does in general not satisfy this requirement. One
reason is that two flow units entering the expansion of an arc e ∈ E simultaneously might in
fact experience different transit times in f B due to different transit times on bow arcs in EBe .
Therefore, the static flow yB is rerouted to make sure that it does not split among bows
representing different transit times of the same arc e ∈ E. This is achieved by pushing flow
from ‘fast’ bow arcs up to the ‘slowest’ flow-carrying bow arcs in yB . An illustration is given in
Figures 3 and 4. More formally, for the expansion of every arc e ∈ E, the modified static flow
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= 0 for all j > i,
0 else.
Notice that the value of the flow remains unchanged, i.e., |ỹB| = |yB |. Later, we will need the
following observation which follows by construction of ỹB and Lemma 1.
Observation 3. For every arc e ∈ E, the flow ỹB is routed through a bow arc be with transit




be) in the expansion of e.
We show that the modified flow ỹB yields a flow over time in G with value D and time
horizon at most 2T
B
. Decompose ỹB into flows on s-t-paths P ∈ P̃ in GB with flow values ỹBP .
Observation 4. The transit time τP of every path P ∈ P̃ is bounded from above by T B.
Proof. Since all flow-carrying arcs in ỹB carry flow in yB as well, the result follows from Obser-
vation 1. ut
As a consequence, the path-decomposition (ỹBP )P∈P̃ of ỹ
B induces a temporally repeated
flow f̃B in GB for any time horizon T ≥ T B . It is easy to determine T such that |f̃B| =
T |ỹB | − ∑a∈EB τa ỹBa = D.
Lemma 2. The value of T is bounded from above by 2T
B
.
Proof. Notice that |f̃B| is an increasing function of T . Therefore, it suffices to show that |f̃B| ≥ D
for T = 2T
B
:





















B |ỹB | = T B |yB | ≥ |fB| = D .
The first inequality follows from Observation 4 and the second inequality follows from (2). This
concludes the proof. ut
Finally, we show that f̃B can be interpreted as a flow over time with inflow-dependent transit
times in G. For any arc e ∈ E, the static flow ỹB uses at most one bow arc be ∈ EBe . Thus, f̃B
naturally induces a flow over time f in G by setting fe(θ) := f̃
B
be (θ) for any time θ.
Lemma 3. The flow over time f in G is feasible, that is, it fulfills the flow conservation con-
straints.
Proof. The flow entering arc e at time θ in f arrives at the head-node v of e exactly τ se (fe(θ)) time
units later. Consider the corresponding flow in f̃B that enters arc be at time θ. This flow arrives
in node v exactly τbe time units later. It therefore suffices to show that τ
s
e (fe(θ)) ≤ τbe , for all θ,
that is, the flow in f travels faster than in f̃B. The result then follows from flow conservation for
the temporally repeated flow f̃B in GB and the possibility to store flow at intermediate nodes.
Since fe(θ) := f̃
B
be (θ) ≤ ỹBbe , we get τ se (fe(θ)) ≤ τ se (ỹBbe) = τbe , by Observation 3 and since τ se is
non-decreasing. This concludes the proof. ut
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0
Fig. 5. Definition of step function.
Notice that, in contrast to the temporally repeated flow f̃B in GB , the flow over time f in
G uses storage of flow at intermediate nodes. More precisely, the flow arriving via arc e at node
v ∈ V at time θ+τ se (fe(θ)) in f waits there for τbe −τ se (fe(θ)) time units until the corresponding
flow in f̃B has also arrived. We call f a temporally repeated flow (with inflow-dependent transit
times). The underlying static flow y in G is given by ye := ỹ
B
be . Putting everything together, we
can state the following result.
Theorem 1. Consider an instance of the quickest flow problem with inflow-dependent transit
times where all transit time functions are non-decreasing step functions. If there is a flow over
time with inflow-dependent transit times sending D units of flow from s to t within time T , then
there exists a temporally repeated flow with inflow-dependent transit times satisfying demand D
within time horizon at most 2T . Moreover, such a flow can be computed in strongly polynomial
time.
Proof. It follows from the description above that the temporally repeated flow f can be computed
in strongly polynomial time. Moreover, |f | = |f̃B| = D and the time horizon of f is equal to T ,
the time horizon of f̃B. Finally, by Lemma 2, T ≤ 2T B ≤ 2T . ut
Notice that in our analysis we have compared the value T of the computed solution f to the
lower bound T
B
given by an optimal solution fB to the relaxation of the problem defined by
the bow graph GB . This yields the following result on the quality of this relaxation and thus on
the quality of the time-expanded fan graph GF .
Corollary 1. The relaxation of the quickest flow problem on the bow graph GB is a 2-relaxation,
that is, the value of an optimal solution to the quickest flow problem with inflow-dependent transit
times is within a factor of 2 of the value of an optimal solution to this relaxation.
5 An Approximation for General Transit Time Functions
So far we have derived a 2-approximation for the case that all transit time functions are non-
decreasing step functions. In this section, the approach is generalized to arbitrary non-decreasing
transit time functions. The idea is to approximate them by step functions. In order to do this, we
need the technical requirement that the transit time functions are left-continuous. See Figure 5
for a visualization of a possible step function as claimed in the following observation.
Observation 5. Let δ, η > 0. For every non-negative, non-decreasing, and left-continuous func-
tion τ : [0, u] → R+, there exists a step function τ s : [0, u] → R+, with
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(i) τ s(x) ≤ τ(x) ≤ (1 + η) τ s(x) + δ for every x ∈ [0, u],
(ii) the number of breakpoints of τ s is bounded by dlog1+η(τ(u)/δ)e + 1.
In the following we consider transit time functions τ se for the arcs e of graph G, that fulfill
the requirements stated in Observation 5. Then, an instance of the quickest flow problem on G
with transit time functions τ se , e ∈ E, is a relaxation of the corresponding instance with transit
time functions τ , since τ se (x) ≤ τe(x) for all e ∈ E and x ∈ [0, ue]. In particular, the optimal
time horizon T
s
for transit times τ se is a lower bound on the optimal time horizon T for transit
times τe, e ∈ E. Moreover, we can state the following lemma.
Lemma 4. Let δ, η > 0. A temporally repeated flow f s for transit time functions τ se in G with
time horizon T s naturally induces a temporally repeated flow f for transit time functions τe in
G with |f | ≥ |f s| and time horizon (1 + η)T s + δ |E|.
Proof. Let P denote the set of s-t-paths used by f s and ysP the flow rate on path P ∈ P.
Moreover, for every arc e ∈ E, let yse :=
∑
P∈P : e∈P y
s
P . Then, flow in f
s traveling along path






e) ≤ T s time to reach the sink.





e) ≤ (1 + η)τ sP + δ |E| (see Observation 5 (i)). Therefore, the value of
the corresponding temporally repeated flow f for transit time functions τ and time horizon
T ′ := (1 + η)T s + δ |E| is









(1 + η)τ sP + δ |E|
)
ysP











P = |f s| .
This concludes the proof. ut
If the optimal time horizon T , or at least a good estimate is known in advance, a provably
good solution to the quickest flow problem can be computed in strongly polynomial time.
Lemma 5. Given a lower bound L on T with L ≤ T ≤ p(|E|)L, for some polynomial p, a
temporally repeated flow satisfying demand D within time horizon at most (2 + ε)T can be
computed in strongly polynomial time.
Proof. Since any flow over time with time horizon T can send flow with rate at most u ′e :=
max{x ∈ [0, ue] | τe(x) ≤ p(|E|)L} into arc e at any moment in time, we can set ue := u′e, for all
e ∈ E, without changing the optimal time horizon T . Set δ := ε L/(2 |E|) and η := ε/4. Then,
by Observation 5 (ii), the number of breakpoints of τ se is in O(log(|E|/ε)/ε) and thus strongly
polynomially bounded in the input size.
Hence, by Theorem 1, for transit time functions τ se a temporally repeated flow f
s in G
with time horizon at most 2T
s
and value D can be computed in strongly polynomial time. By
Lemma 4, f s induces a solution f to the quickest flow problem for transit time functions τe with
time horizon at most (1 + η) 2T
s
+ δ |E| ≤ (2 + ε)T . ut
In view of Lemma 5, it remains to show that a lower bound L with L ≤ T ≤ p(|E|)L, for
some polynomial p, can be found in strongly polynomial time.
Lemma 6. There exists an algorithm with strongly polynomial running time which computes a
lower bound L such that L ≤ T ≤ p(|E|)L, for some polynomial p.
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1) Compute the lower bound L on T (see proof of Lemma 6) and set η and δ accordingly.




3) Further relax the problem by considering the corresponding bow graph GB with constant transit times
on the arcs and compute a quickest flow there. Let yB denote the underlying optimal static flow in GB.
4) Turn yB into a static flow y in the original graph G by setting ye to the amount of flow sent through the
expansion of arc e in yB, for all e ∈ E.
5) Determine the time horizon T such that T |y| −
∑
e∈E τe(ye) ye = D and output the corresponding
temporally repeated flow with inflow-dependent transit times in G.
Fig. 6. A high-level description of the algorithm claimed in Theorem 2.
Proof. For an arc e ∈ E, let `e := min{τe(x) + D/(|E|x) | x ∈ (0, ue]} > 0. Notice that `e is the
minimal amount of time that is needed to send D/|E| units of flow through arc e in a temporally
repeated fashion. Furthermore, for an arbitrary s-t-path P in G, let `P := maxe∈P `e. Then, `P
is a lower bound on the amount of time that is needed to send D/|E| units of flow through path
P in a temporally repeated flow. Finally, set
L := min{`P /2 | P is an s-t-path in G} . (3)
Notice that L can be computed by a Dijkstra-type algorithm in polynomial time.
We claim that L is a lower bound on T . It follows from the proof of Lemma 5 that there
exists a temporally repeated flow in G that sends D units of flow within time 2T . Since the s-t-
paths used by this temporally repeated flow result from a path decomposition of the underlying
static flow in G, their number can be bounded by |E|. In particular, there must exist an s-t-path
P which carries at least D/|E| units of flow in the temporally repeated solution. This yields
`P ≤ 2T and therefore L ≤ `P/2 ≤ T .
Finally, we show that T ≤ 2 |E|2 L. Let P be an s-t-path for which the minimum in (3) is
attained. By definition of `P , and since P consists of at most |E| edges, we can send D/|E| units
of flow from s to t on P within time 2 |E|L. By repeating this flow |E| times, we can send D
units of flow within time horizon 2 |E|2 L. ut
We can now state the main result of this section, which follows from Lemmas 5 and 6. A
compact description of the final algorithm is given in Figure 6.
Theorem 2. There exists a (2 + ε)-approximation algorithm with strongly polynomial running
time for the quickest flow problem with inflow-dependent transit times (given by left-continuous
functions).
6 An Improved Result for Concave Transit Time Functions
In this section we show that, for the special case of non-negative, non-decreasing, and concave
transit time functions the algorithm described in Figure 6 achieves a better performance ratio.
Theorem 3. Consider an instance of the quickest flow problem with inflow-dependent transit
times where the transit time function of every arc is non-negative, non-decreasing, and concave.
Then, a variant of the algorithm in Figure 6 achieves performance ratio 3/2 + ε.
In fact, we slightly modify the algorithm by defining η := ε/6 (instead of ε/4 as in the proof
of Lemma 5). The parameter δ := ε L/(2 |E|) remains unchanged. Let yB denote the static flow
in GB computed in Step 3 of the algorithm and y the corresponding static flow in G computed
in Step 4. We first bound the total transit time
∑
e∈E τe(ye) ye of y.






















































Fig. 7. Fig. 8.










a + ε |y|T/2 . (4)
Proof. Consider the expansion EBe of a fixed arc e ∈ E consisting of bow arcs b1, . . . , bk with
transit times τ1, . . . , τk and of regulating arcs r1, . . . , rk with capacities x1, . . . , xk. Since all
regulating arcs have zero transit time, they do not contribute to the sum on the right hand side





= ye ≤ |y|. Therefore, it suffices to show
that
1





(1 + η) τi + δ
)
yBbi , (5)
since summing up these inequalities over all arcs e ∈ E yields the statement of the lemma.
Notice that the value of the step function approximating τe when evaluated at point xi is τi.
Therefore, the first property stated in Observation 5 yields
(1 + η) τi + δ ≥ τe(xi) (6)
(see also Figure 7). Assume now that yB is sending flow along bow arcs b1 to b`. Then, the right





















τe(x) dx ≥ τe(ye) ye/2 .
An illustration of the first two inequalities is given in Figure 7. The last inequality holds since
the function τe is non-negative, non-decreasing, and concave; see Figure 8. ut
Proof (of Theorem 3). Let (yP )P∈P be a path decomposition of y. The first property stated in








(1 + η) τ se (ye) + δ
)
≤ (1 + 2ε/3)T . (7)
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As a consequence we get





















τe(ye) ye by (7),





a by Lemma 7,









= (1 + ε/6)D ≥ D .
This concludes the proof. ut
Lower bounds. The following example of a single arc shows that already in the case of linear
transit time functions the algorithm can be off the optimal time horizon T by a factor of
√
2.
Consider an arc a = (u, v) with transit time function τa(x) = x on [0, 2]. We want to send two
units of flow from s to t as quickly as possible. The optimal flow is defined by fa(θ) = 2− θ, θ ∈
[0, 2), it completes at time T = 2. For every point in time, it is sending flow at the highest
possible rate such that every flow unit arrives not later than time 2. A temporally repeated flow
can only send 1 unit of flow from s to t within the same time horizon by choosing a constant
flow rate ya = 1. How much larger do we need to choose the time horizon to ensure that 2 units
of flow can be sent? If we choose a constant flow rate ya and increase the time horizon T = 2
by a factor α > 1, we manage to send (α · T − τa(ya))ya = (α · 2 − ya)ya units of flow from s to




A similar analysis applied to the same instance with transit time function chosen to be
τa(x) = x
e−1 gives a slightly better lower bound of e1/e ≥ 1.444.
Generalizing Ford and Fulkerson’s algorithm. We have shown that there always exists a tempo-
rally repeated flow solution to the quickest flow problem whose time horizon is not larger than
twice the optimal time horizon T . More precisely, we have described an algorithm which, for
every ε > 0, constructs a temporally repeated flow solution that finishes not later than (2+ ε)T .
All computations are performed in a related network, the bow graph.
The question arises if there is a direct way to compute temporally repeated solutions without
having the overhead of constructing the bow graph. Indeed, we can consider a Ford & Fulkerson-
type formulation for this problem: find a static flow y in G maximizing T |y| − ∑e∈E τe(ye)ye. A
solution to this maximization problem can be turned into a temporally repeated flow with time
horizon T and value equal to the objective value. In particular, for T ≥ 2T , this value is at least
D. Moreover, if all transit time functions are convex, this problem can be transformed into a
minimum convex cost flow problem with transit times interpreted as costs.
This leads to the following algorithm: search for an estimate T̃ of T satisfying T ≤ T̃ ≤
(1+ε/2)T (recall that Lemmma 6 yields a sufficiently small search interval [L, p(|E|)L] containing
T to which we can apply a binary search). Solve the maximization problem above with T set
to 2T̃ . This produces a temporally repeated solution satisfying demand D in at most time
2T̃ ≤ (2 + ε)T .
The approximation algorithm achieves performance ratio 2+ε. Again, the example discussed
above shows that its performance ratio is not better than e1/e. A major drawback of this approach






















Fig. 9. Generalized fan and bow graph.
is that all transit time functions have to be convex, while the algorithm presented in this paper
works for general transit time functions.
7 Concluding Remarks
We have defined the fan graph as a generalization of the time-expanded graph in order to be able
to attack flows over time with flow-dependent transit times by standard network flow techniques.
While Ford and Fulkerson’s time-expanded graph completely captures the notion of flows over
time with constant transit times, the fan graph is only a relaxation for the setting of inflow-
dependent transit times; flow units entering an arc simultaneously, might travel through the arc
at different paces. Nevertheless, we were able to show that an optimal solution to the relaxed
quickest flow problem can be turned into a provably good feasible flow over time. In particular,
this result suggests that static flows in the fan graph provide a reasonable approximation for
the actual setting of flows over time with flow-dependent transit times.
These first results for the fan graph model emphasize its suitability for being used also
in practical applications. Here, plausible models which allow efficient computations also for
very large scale networks are badly needed. From the perspective of practical applications, also
interesting variations of the presented model seem to be worth studying. One very natural such
modification is the generalization to a model that captures in- and outflow dependent transit
times. Similarly to the definition of travel time expansions of the arcs according to the flow
entering an arc (see Sect. 3), one could refine the model by introducing a similar expansion also
at the head of each arc (see Figure 9). This latter model better reflects the behavior of flow in
practical applications, as for example traffic in street networks.
The approximation results presented in this paper are partly inspired by the work of Fleis-
cher and Skutella [9] and the subsequent results of Köhler and Skutella [15]. The latter paper
presents a (2 + ε)-approximation algorithm for the quickest s-t-flow problem in the setting
of load-dependent transit times. More precisely, this result holds for the case of convex, non-
decreasing transit time functions τe(ye) in this setting. Interestingly, the analysis in [15] can
easily be carried over to the model of flows over time with inflow-dependent transit times. In
fact, one can check that the generated solutions are (2 + ε)-approximations for both models,
the load-dependent model and the inflow-dependent model. This implies a surprisingly close
relationship between these rather different flow models. If all transit time functions τe(ye) are
convex and non-decreasing, then the time horizon of a quickest s-t-flow in the load-dependent
model and the time horizon of a quickest s-t-flow in the inflow-dependent model cannot differ
by more than a factor of 2.
Notice, however, that the algorithm in [15] can only be applied if all transit time functions
are convex, while we allow a considerably richer family of transit time functions in this paper.
Also, the stronger performance ratio for the case of concave transit time functions does not
seem to translate to the model of flows over time with load-dependent transit times. In fact, the
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solution of the algorithm in [15] and the solution of the algorithm presented in this paper can
differ by a factor arbitrarily close to 2, even for the case of constant transit times. Consider the
following example consisting of only one arc e from s to t with fixed transit time τe ≥ 1 and
unit capacity. A quickest s-t-flow for demand D := 1 sends flow at rate 1 through the arc and
therefore needs 1 + τe time units to complete. Since the fan graph precisely captures the case
of fixed transit times, this is also the solution which is computed by the algorithm presented
in this paper. However, the algorithm presented in [15] outputs a flow over time with flow rate
1/τe and time horizon 2τe. Thus, for large τe, the ratio of the two solution values approaches 2.
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